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Abstract: French missionary Dallet (1874) wrote that the ancient Chinese people and the ancient Korean people used 

Tcheonzamun (The thousand character essay) as the textbook of Chinese characters. The range of present study was 16 letters of 

Tcheonzamun (The thousand character essay), it was (Tcheonzamun 321st-336th). The present researcher used the translating method 

through the meaning of Chinese character. The title of this work is „Hyeonhi must lead her stupid husband Augustin!‟ This research 

was for translating Tcheonzamun (The thousand character essay), and the range was (Tcheonzamun 321st-336th). <Number in 

Tcheonzamun Chinese characters (Pronunciation of Korean language in English alphabet)> 321-324 樂(Lag) 殊(Su) 貴(Gwi) 賤

(Tcheon) My husband! Do you want to make me, your wife (殊), happy (樂)? You might consider the money, from the poor condition 

(賤) to the rich condition (貴). Do you think that the rich can make me happy? 325-328 禮(Lye) 別(Byeol) 尊(Zon) 卑(Bi) No, it is not 

so. My husband! The most important thing, it is not the money but the relationship or the etiquette (禮) among the persons, between 

you and me (別). It is the respect, the respect (尊) for me your wife! Because you have treated me as the miserable person(卑). My 

husband! You thought me your wife humble! 329-332 上(Sang) 和(Hwa) 下(Ha) 睦(Mog) My husband! Do you want that I your wife 

can give you (上) my love (和)? If you want to get such a love from me your wife (下), you must give me your warm affection (睦)! 

333-336 夫(Bu) 唱(Tchang) 婦(Bu) 隨(Su) My husband! Do you want that I your wife can sing a song (唱) to you (夫) in order to 

make you in ease? If you want me your wife to do so. My husband! You must follow (隨) my opinion, your wife (婦). 

Keywords: Tcheonzamun (The thousand character essay), Tcheonzamun 321st-336th, My husband! Do you want that I your 

wife can sing a song (唱) to you (夫) in order to make you in ease? If you want me your wife to do so. My husband! You must follow (

隨) my opinion, your wife (婦). 

 

INTRODUCTION 
French missionary Dallet (1874) wrote that the ancient Chinese people and the ancient Korean people used 

Tcheonzamun (The thousand character essay) as the textbook of Chinese characters. And the book Tcheonzamun was 

used for the children education. Park et al., (2021a) and Park et al., (2021b) translated the Tcheonzamun poem. 

 

MATERIALS AND METHODS 
The range of present study was 16 letters of Tcheonzamun (The thousand character essay), it was 

(Tcheonzamun 321st-336th). There were two methods for the present researcher to translate this poem from 

Tcheonzamun. The first method was through the meaning of Chinese character on Tcheonzamun, and the second one is 

through Korean pronunciation of Chinese character. The present researcher used the translating method through the 
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meaning of Chinese character. 

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
The title of this work is „Hyeonhi must lead her stupid husband Augustin!‟ 

 

This research was for translating Tcheonzamun (The thousand character essay), and the range was 

(Tcheonzamun 321st-336th). The next is the result of the translation of (Tcheonzamun 321st-336th). 

 

Number in Tcheonzamun Chinese characters (Pronunciation of Korean language in English alphabet) 

 

321-324 樂 (Lag) 殊 (Su) 貴 (Gwi) 賤 (Tcheon) My husband! Do you want to make me, your wife (殊), happy (

樂)? You might consider the money, from the poor condition (賤) to the rich condition (貴). Do you think that the rich 

can make me happy? 

 

325-328 禮(Lye) 別(Byeol) 尊(Zon) 卑(Bi) No, it is not so. My husband! The most important thing, it is not the 

money but the relationship or the etiquette (禮) among the persons, between you and me (別). It is the respect, the respect 

(尊) for me your wife! Because you have treated me as the miserable person (卑). My husband! You thought me your 

wife humble!  

 

329-332 上(Sang) 和(Hwa) 下(Ha) 睦(Mog) My husband! Do you want that I your wife can give you (上) my 

love (和)? If you want to get such a love from me your wife (下), you must give me your warm affection (睦)! 

 

333-336 夫(Bu) 唱(Tchang) 婦(Bu) 隨(Su) My husband! Do you want that I your wife can sing a song (唱) to 

you (夫) in order to make you in ease? If you want me your wife to do so. My husband! You must follow (隨) my 

opinion, your wife (婦). 

 

In other words in my family, “Hyeonhi must lead her stupid husband Augustin!” 
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Augustin thanks so much the Lord Jesus Christ! 
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